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Figure 1: Comparison of our approach with representative state-of-the-art approaches; from left to right: 6-RoSy field defining on the Moai
surface, remeshing results of blue-noise sampling [YW13], discrete mesh optimization [DVBB13], centroidal Voronoi tessellation [YLL∗09],
instant field-aligned meshing [JTPS15], and our result. The irregular vertices of the remeshes are colored blue (degree < 6) and pink (degree
> 6). The mesh quality is given in Table 2. Our remeshing is isotropic and field-aligned; i.e., it has a few irregular vertices similar to
[JTPS15] while keeping the mesh quality as good as in a CVT-based method [YLL∗09].

Abstract

We present a novel isotropic surface remeshing algorithm that automatically aligns the mesh edges with an underlying di-
rectional field. The alignment is achieved by minimizing an energy function that combines both centroidal Voronoi tessellation
(CVT) and the penalty enforced by a six-way rotational symmetry field. The CVT term ensures uniform distribution of the ver-
tices and high remeshing quality, and the field constraint enforces the directional alignment of the edges. Experimental results
show that the proposed approach has the advantages of isotropic and field-aligned remeshing. Our algorithm is superior to the
representative state-of-the-art approaches in various aspects.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques—
Remeshing

† X. Du and X. Liu are joint first authors. * H. Zhang is the corresponding
author.

1. Introduction1

Triangle meshes are commonly used in computer graphics and ot-2

her applications. Nowadays, meshes can be acquired with high3
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accuracy using multiple methods, e.g., using 3D laser scanners,4

RGBD cameras, dense reconstruction from multi-view stereo ima-5

ges, and isosurface contouring. Using these acquired raw meshes6

directly in downstream applications is difficult because they usu-7

ally contain redundant data and have poor mesh quality. Remeshing8

is necessary to improve mesh quality while preserving the original9

geometry.10

Various application-oriented criteria for surface remeshing are11

available. In this work, we focus on the widely used isotropic re-12

meshing. Three common criteria shoud be followed by remeshing13

algorithms: simplicity, low approximation error, and high mesh14

quality [AUGA08]. However, these goals usually conflict with one15

another, e.g., highly regular meshes might have more distorted tri-16

angles than irregular meshes, whereas meshes with high triangle17

quality always contain more singular vertices, e.g., remeshing with18

Centroical Voronoi Tessellation (CVT) [DFG99]. Fig. 1 illustrates19

this fact.20

Directional fields can be naturally defined on surfaces and are21

commonly used for quadrilateral remeshing. Typical directional22

fields include principal curvature directions [BLP∗13], conjugate23

direction fields [LXW∗11], and harmonic fields [DKG05]. The ed-24

ges of quad meshes are naturally aligned with the underlying fields25

via global parameterization. However, field alignment in isotropic26

remeshing is rarely considered. The lack of field-alignment causes27

"twisting" artifacts near cylindrical regions and surface features, as28

illustrated in Fig. 4 of [NPPZ11]. Even in isotropic regions, the29

lack of global alignment leads to local orientation conflict between30

neighboring areas, and consequently produces unnecessary singu-31

lar vertices, i.e., possession of valences other than 6, as shown in32

Fig. 1. The recent work of Jakob et al. [JTPS15] proposed an al-33

gorithm called Instant Field-aligned Meshing (IFM) for generating34

isotropic triangle meshes that simultaneously align to a predefined35

underlying directional field. Although highly regular triangle mes-36

hes with only a few singular vertices are generated, triangle quality37

is sacrificed due to distortion.38

In this work, we propose a novel approach for field-aligned iso-39

tropic remeshing. We use six-way rotational symmetry (6-RoSy)40

fields to represent the target orientation of the output mesh edges41

because 6-RoSy fields are the most natural guidance fields for tri-42

angle meshes. However, our formulation can be generalized to ot-43

her fields. Our method is built upon a remeshing framework that is44

based on CVT and the restricted Voronoi diagram (RVD) on sur-45

faces [YLL∗09]. We add a novel penalty term to the CVT energy46

function to enforce the mesh edges to align with the underlying47

field. The presented approach, called FCVT, preserves the advanta-48

ges of CVT, and the directional features of the field. Furthermore,49

we incorporate valence optimization operations in our remeshing50

framework to improve mesh quality. The main contributions of this51

paper are the following:52

• A novel formulation for field-aligned isotropic remeshing.53

• A simple interpolation method for 6-RoSy fields.54

• A comprehensive comparison of proposed method with recent55

representative state-of-the-art approaches.56

2. Related Works57

Isotropic surface remeshing has been extensively studied. Repre-58

sentative approaches include particle reactions [Tur92, MKW07,59

BLW10, AGY∗17], Delaunay insertion [Che93, Boi05, CDS12],60

discrete local operators [HDD∗93, BK04, AYZ12, DVBB13,61

HYB∗17], randomized sampling [YW13, GYJZ15, ERA∗16],62

and variational approaches, e.g., centroidal Voronoi tessella-63

tion [DFG99], optimal Delaunay triangulation (ODT) [Che04],64

and their variations [FAKG10, CCW12, Ren16]. CVT-based ap-65

proaches gain considerable attention due to their elegant theore-66

tical background and the capability to generate high-quality mes-67

hes. These approaches can further be classified into several ca-68

tegories according to how the Voronoi diagram on surfaces are69

computed, e.g., mesh parameterization [AMD02,AVDI03,SAG03],70

discrete clustering [VCP08, LWH∗15], restricted Voronoi dia-71

gram [YLL∗09, YBZW14, YW16], and geodesic Voronoi dia-72

gram [SSG03, FZ08, WYL∗15, LXY∗16]. Additional details about73

the recent advantages of surface remeshing are avaiable in the com-74

prehensive survey by Alliez et al. [AUGA08] and the textbook by75

Botsch et al. [BKP∗10].76

Although these isotropic algorithms generate high-quality mes-77

hes efficiently, they cannot produce good results near highly non-78

isotropic regions, e.g., the cylindrical bending areas of CAD mo-79

dels. Anisotropic remeshing algorithms aim to handle such cases,80

but tend to introduce many thin and long triangles [LB12,ZGW∗13,81

FLSG14, BSTY15], thereby limiting their use in regular pattern82

synthesis [NPPZ11], where isotropic elements are preferred.83

A natural way to align mesh edges with the principal direction84

involves defining a directional field on the input domain and then85

extracting the new mesh from the field with respect to a user-86

specified precision. The most well-known directional field is the87

min/max principal curvature directions, which is commonly used88

for quadrilateral remeshing [BLP∗13] or quad-dominant mixed re-89

meshing [ACSD∗03, LL10].90

Isotropic triangle meshes can be extracted from 6-RoSy di-91

rectional fields through several approaches. For example, Lai et92

al. [LJX∗10] proposed a method of generating 6-RoSy fields that93

allow users to fully control and interactively modify the field topo-94

logy. Huang et al. [HZP∗11] used 6-RoSy and density fields to ge-95

nerate three scalar fields on the input surface and construct meshes96

by extracting the isolines of the scalar fields. Nieser et al. [NPPZ11]97

used 6-RoSy field-guided global paremeterization to generate tri-98

angular and hexagonal meshes. The field is aligned to one of the99

principal directions, which is automatically selected by the algo-100

rithm. However, long and thin triangles produced by parameteriza-101

tion distortion still exist. Jakob et al. [JTPS15] proposed the extrin-102

sic smooth directional field, which aligns better to features than the103

previous “intrinsic smooth" fields. Nevertheless, the mesh quality104

of this approach still suffers from distortion caused by tracing the105

field.106

3. Field-aligned CVT Formulation107

In this work, we propose a novel field-aligned isotropic remeshing
algorithm, that is based on CVT and field remeshing techniques.
Field alignment is enforced by a penalty term added to the CVT
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Figure 2: From left to right are: the field, initial mesh, result of CVT, result of 10 iterations, 50 iterations and final result.

energy. Given an input mesh surface M and a set of sampled points
X on M, we propose the following energy function:

Etot = ECV T +λE f ield ,

where λ ≥ 0 is a user-specified parameter, which balances the re-108

lative importance of the directional alignment requirement. In the109

rest of this section, we first introduce the basic concepts of CVT,110

RoSy fields, and the extrinsic smoothness of a given field, and then111

discuss the details of the proposed field alignment term.112

3.1. Centroidal Voronoi tessellation113

The CVT energy term is defined as

ECV T (X) =
n

∑
i=1

∫

Ωi|M
ρ(x)‖x− xi‖2 dσ, (1)

where Ωi|M is the restricted Voronoi cell (RVC) [YLL∗09] of the114

point xi defined as the intersection of the Voronoi cell Ωi of xi and115

the mesh surface M; ρ(x) > 0 is a user-defined density function.116

When ρ is constant, a uniform CVT is obtained. The dual nature117

of the RVD as a remeshing of M is called restricted Delaunay118

triangulation (RDT).119

3.2. Rotational symmetry field120

The RoSy field is commonly used in parameterization and quadrila-121

teral mesh generation. N-way rotational symmetry (N-RoSy) field122

over a surface defines N distinct directions at every surface point x,123

where all the directions lie in the tangent plane at x and each pair124

of adjacent directions form an angle of 2π
N . Here, a 6-RoSy field125

is used as the target orientation for mesh edges because it natu-126

rally implies the symmetry of regular triangular mesh. Additional127

details about the directional field are available in recent survey pa-128

pers [dGDT16, Zha16, VCD∗16].129

3.3. Extrinsic smoothness property130

The extrinsic smoothness proposed in [JTPS15] measures the131

smoothness of a given RoSy field by calculating the difference132

between proximate field directions directly in 3D space. Ja-133

kob et al. [JTPS15] experimentally demonstrated that extrinsic134

smoothness leads to an imporved alignment to the sharp features135

of the input surface. A theoretical analysis of extrinsic smoothness136

was also provided by Huang and Ju [HJ16].137

Similar to field smoothing, our field alignment solution aims to138

minimize the difference between the edge direction and the di-139

rection of the local field. Inspired by the extrinsic smoothness, we140

measure the difference directly in 3D space, thus simply yet power-141

fully formulating the field alignment constraint.142

3.4. Field alignment143

The field alignment term is formulated as the weighted sum of the
directional distance D of all mesh edges in RDT of X on M.

E f ield(X) =
n

∑
i=1

∑
j∈N (i)

wi j ·Di j , (2)

where N (i) denotes the neighbor points of xi and wi j is the weight144

of edge ei j .145

A detailed derivation of the direction distance D is provided, and146

its properties in the case of 6-RoSy field is discussed. Given a sam-147

ple point xi and its neighbor point x j, ei j = x j − xi is the direction148

vector of the edge between xi and x j, ni is the unit normal vector149

and di is the unit vector representing the N-RoSy field, i.e. one of150

the N field vectors at xi.151

Given ni and di, a local coordinate system is established by a tu-152

ple of standard unit vectors {di,ni × di,ni}. The directional angles153

θ and ϕ of edge ei j is then defined through a method common in154

spherical systems, as shown in Fig. 3 (middle). The direction simi-155

larity of edge ei j and local field di can simply be measured by their156

inner product:157

dT
i

(
ei j

‖ei j‖

)
= (1,0,0) · (sinθcosϕ, sinθsinϕ, cosθ)T

= sinθcosϕ.

To accord with the symmetry of the N-RoSy field, ϕ is multiplied
with the symmetry number N, thereby giving the N-RoSy direction
similarity S,

S(ei j,ni,di) = sinθ cos(Nϕ).

S is a 2π
N period function of ϕ and thus not affected by the choice of

di. To obtain the N-RoSy direction distance, we first map cos(Nϕ)
linearly to [0, 1], which simultaneously maps S to [0,1]. Then, we
calculate the difference between 1 and the image of S. The N-RoSy
direction distance D is

D(ei j ,ni,di) = 1−
(

1+ cos(Nϕ)
2

)
sinθ, D ∈ [0,1]. (3)

To obtain an intuition of the field alignment term, we explore the
6-RoSy direction distance,

D6 = 1−
(

1+ cos6ϕ
2

)
sinθ.
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Figure 3: Left: 6-RoSy direction distance in 2D plane; middle: Local coordinate system formed with local unit normal n and the representing
field vector d at sample point; direction angles of edge e defined in local coordinate system; right: visualized 6-RoSy direction distance D6
on unit sphere; distance penalizes deviation from local field and restricts edges on the tangent plane.

Fig. 3 (right) visualizes D6 on the surface of a unit sphere. Di-158

rection distance penalizes deviation from the local field and cor-159

rectly represents the rotational symmetry. Fig. 3 (left) illustrates D6160

on the equatorial plane
(
θ = π

2
)
. The direction distance is 0 when161

the edge coincides with one of the field directions and increases162

when the edge deviates from the field. Furthermore, distance re-163

stricts mesh edges to be on the local tangent plane because D6 will164

increase if θ deviates from π

2 .165

3.5. Edge weight166

The edge weight is used to ameliorate the smoothness of our field167

alignment term. Selecting a proper weight for each edge when edge168

flips are considered is shown in Fig. 4. With a constant edge weight169

(e.g., w = 1), the total energy changes abruptly during the edge flip,170

thereby making optimization difficult. To make the energy smooth,171

we assign small weights to flipping-prone edges. In Delaunay trian-172

gulation, an edge flips when two incident triangles share a common173

circumscribed circle. Viewed from the dual perspective, the corre-174

sponding Voronoi edge disappears when the primal triangle edge175

flips. Thus, the field direction must be interpolated over the entire176

mesh surface.177

Figure 4: Delaunay triangulation and its dual Voronoi diagram
when an edge flips.

4. Implementation Details178

In this section, we present the implementation details of our field-179

aligned isotropic remeshing framework. The main building blocks180

are field initialization, interpolation, and energy minimization.181

4.1. Direction field initialization182

We use the direction field generation proposed in [JTPS15], which183

uses a meshM as input and outputs the normal and field directions184

for each vertex ofM. Normal and field directions are represented185

by unit 3D vectors. For triangle remeshing, a 6-RoSy field is used.186

4.2. Direction field interpolation187

To calculate the field alignment energy term for each sample point,188

the normal and field directions at the point are required. However,189

the generated field is only defined on the vertices of the input mesh.190

Thus, the field direction over the entire mesh surface must be inter-191

polated.192

Direction interpolation over surface is a hard problem, especially193

for an N-RoSy field. For a 6-RoSy field, any of the six direction194

vectors can be chosen to represent the field direction at each ver-195

tex. Therefore, the interpolation method requires that the output di-196

rection is not affected by the choice of field representation. Besides,197

a smooth interpolation is desired to facilitate energy optimization,198

and this interpolation is is not addressed in [JTPS15].199

Here, we propose a novel interpolation scheme that interpola-200

tes normal and field directions over the mesh surface. We follow201

the piecewise paradigm to allow the interpolation result in a mesh202

triangle to be determined by the direction information at its three203

vertices.204

Fig. 5 shows the interpolation at point X in M ABC. First, the
normal direction is calculated as a weighted average of the normal
directions of the three vertices:

n = wAnA +wBnB +wCnC.

Here, we use the well-known discrete harmonic weights, as sug-205

gested in [HJ16]. Then, we normalize the normal direction to unit206
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Figure 5: Normal and field direction interpolation in M ABC.

length. Given the normal direction n, the field direction is restricted207

to be orthogonal to n. The direction d that has the least angle devia-208

tion from the field directions at the three vertices is then found. For-209

mally, d is determined as the maximizer of the following energy:210

Einterpolation = wAdT
A d +wBdT

B d +wCdT
Cd

= (wAdA +wBdB +wCdC)
T d

= dT
wd,

where dw denotes the weighted average of the field directions,
which can be decomposed into two components: one orthogonal
another parallel to the normal vector n:

dw = nnT dw +(I− nnT )dw.

Thus, the energy becomes211

Einterpolation = dT
wd

= dT
wnnT d + dT

w(I− nnT )d

= dT
w(I− nnT )d.

The energy is maximized when d has the same direction as (I−212

nnT )dw, and the maximal energy is ‖(I− nnT )dw‖. To eliminate213

the influence of the choice of representative vectors at the three214

vertices, we traverse all combinations of these vectors to find the215

combination that maximizes ‖(I− nnT )dw‖, thus also optimizing216

energy Einterpolation. Meanwhile, interpolated field direction d is set217

to be length-normalized (I − nnT )dw, which is produced by this218

combination of representation vectors.219

Our method shares the concept of extrinsic field smoothness used220

in [HJ16] such that the difference between two directions is measu-221

red directly in 3D space. The result of interpolation is not affected222

by the choice of representative vectors. With a proper choice of223

weight, the smoothness is also guaranteed. Our interpolation met-224

hod is simple and can be generalized to any arbitrary N-RoSy field.225

4.3. Energy minimization226

We use a quasi-Newton solver (e.g., L-BFGS [LWL∗09]) to mini-
mize the proposed energy function, where the functional gradient
with respect to points X is required. The gradient is composed of
two parts ECV T and E f ield .

∂Etot

∂X
=

∂ECV T

∂X
+λ

∂E f ield

∂X
.

Here, ∂ECV T
∂xi

= 2mi(xi− x∗i ) [DFG99], where mi is the mass of the227

RVC Ωi|M and x∗i is the restricted centroid [YLL∗09].228

For E f ield , the partial derivative with respect to a sample point xi
is

∂E f ield

∂xi
= ∑

j∈N (i)

(
wi j ·

∂Di j

∂xi
+w ji ·

∂D ji

∂xi

)
,

where N (i) denotes the neighbors of xi, wi jandw ji are edge weig-229

hts, and D is the direction distance function. The detailed calcula-230

tion of the gradient of D is given in the Appendix.231

exi
di

x j

d j

g′

exi
di x j d j

g′

Figure 6: Opposite gradient directions of field alignment energy in
two different constant fields.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our field alignment term, we
analyze the energy gradient through a simple case of a 6-RoSy field
in 2D plane, where θ is always π/2. In the following discussion, we
assume a Cartesian coordinate system with standard unit vectors
{ex,ey,ez}, in which ex and ey lie in the 2D plane, and ez is the
normal direction. The partial derivative of the field alignment term
of edge e with respect to xi is

∂Ee

∂xi
= 3(sin6(ϕe− δi)+ sin6(ϕe− δ j)) ·

e× ez

‖e‖2 ,

where ϕe is the directional angle of edge e; δi and δ j are the angles232

of field direction at xi and x j, respectively. These angles are relative233

to ex.234

Fig. 6 shows an edge in two different constant fields. In both ca-235

ses, the opposite gradient direction g′ is the right moving direction236

for xi to align the edge with the field.237

4.4. Valence optimization238

After energy optimization, we optimize vertex valence by minimi-
zing the following mesh irregularity energy function:

R = ∑
v∈V

(d(v)− o(v))2,

where d(v) is the valence of v and o(v) is the optimal valence of239

v, which is usually set as 6 for inner vertices and 4 for boundary240

vertices.241

Similar to previous approaches [BK04, DVBB13], we use three242

topology operators, i.e., edge flip, edge collapse, and vertex split, to243

minimize the energy function. For each irregular vertex, we find the244

topology operation that decreases the irregularity energy the most.245

In each iteration, operations that decrease the irregularity the most246
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Figure 7: Applying proposed approach on cylinder and torus models, whose maximal (top) and minimal (bottom) curvature directions are
used as vector field; from left to right of each example: vector fields, and results of IFM, CVT, and proposed method.

are selected and applied. After each topology operation, local tan-247

gential smoothing is applied to repair the distortion induced by the248

operation. After valence optimization, several FCVT iterations are249

performed to re-align mesh edges from possible deviation caused250

by valence optimization.251

5. Experimental Results252

The typical pipeline of our remeshing algorithm includes vector253

field generation, random initial sampling, CVT optimization, and254

FCVT optimization, as illustrated in Fig. 2. We use the open-source255

library Geogram [geo] for CVT computation and the program In-256

stant Meshes program [JTPS15] for vector field generation. All ex-257

amples shown in this paper are produced on a PC with 4.00 Ghz258

CPU, 16 GB RAM, and Win10 operating system. To eliminate the259

influence of the size of input models and the number of target sam-260

ple points, we set the scale of each input models, thus making the261

average area per sample point constant. The optimization process262

is terminated when the L2 norm of the energy gradient divided by263

the number of sample points is less than 10−5. The performance264

and the convergence behavior of our algorithm are analyzed. Then,265

a detailed analysis of each parameter involved in our method is pro-266

vided. Finally, we evaluate and compare our results with those of267

representative state-of-the-art remeshing techniques.268

Convergence and performance. First, we verify the effectiveness269

of our algorithm on two specific input models, i.e., a cylinder and a270

torus, whose vector fields are manually chosen to be one of the prin-271

cipal curvature directions. As shown in Fig. 7, our method can cap-272

ture the field information accurately, even for special inputs. Our273

results contain very few singular vertices, which cannot be elimina-274

ted due to the global nature of mesh connectivity. We compare our275

results with those of IFM. For the cylinder model, IFM can gene-276

rate singular-free results because of the open-boundary condition,277

whereas ours contain a few singularities that can be simply remo-278

ved by pushing them to the boundary using the singularity move279

operation proposed in [LZKW10]. For the torus model, our met-280

hod provides better results with fewer singularities. In both tests,281

our method exhibits a field alignment property similar to that of282

IFM and preserves the advantage of good mesh quality of the CVT283

method (Table 2).284

Next, we analyze the convergence behavior of the proposed285

energy function. We apply our algorithm to three representative286

models and observe the convergence behavior of the CVT energy287

and field-aligned energy. We track the average energy per sample288

point during the process. The pure CVT optimization is first applied289

to acquire a uniform sample distribution. Then, the field alignment290

term is enforced to improve edge orientation. Fig. 8 shows our ex-291

perimental result. The Torus model has approximately 4k faces and292

1k sample points, whereas the Botijo and Bunny models have ap-293

proximately 80k faces and 3k sample points. Standard CVT and294

FCVT optimization both converge in approximately 100 iterations.295

Moreover, the resulting average energy per sample point is nearly296

constant regardless of input model and number of sample points.297

These findings verify the stability of our method against various298

inputs.299
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Figure 8: Energy analysis; FCVT is performed after pure CVT con-
vergence for three models: Torus(4k faces), Botijo(82k faces) and
Bunny(72k faces); FCVT optimization also keeps CVT energy at
low level.

Our approach is based on energy minimization; thus, the perfor-300

mance is not as efficient as that of IFM, which is based on vector301

field tracing. Our algorithm performs slightly poorer in comparison302

with the standard CVT algorithm [YLL∗09] due to the additional303

gradient and energy evaluation of the field alignment term. Howe-304

ver, the most time-consuming part of the CVT framework is the305

RVD computation, which has a parallel version of the implementa-306

tion on multi-core CPUs [geo]; therefore, our algorithm is fast and307

comparable to other approaches running on a multi-core CPU.308

Uneven initial sampling. Points are uniformly sampled over the309

input surface with respect to the density function for initialization.310

However, our method is also capable of handling uneven initializa-311

tion. We first run Lloyd iteration several times to achieve improved312

initialization, and then switch to the optimization process described313

in Sec. 3. We test CVT and our method on a cylinder model with314

random and uneven initial sampling. Fig. 9 shows the results. CVT315

and our method can properly handle uneven initial sampling.316
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Figure 9: Influence of uneven initial sampling.

Influence of λ. All the input models are scaled such that the average317

area per RVC is constant to normalize the parameter λ. We test va-318

rious choices of λ for different models and resolutions. The overall319

observation is that a smaller λ results in better triangle quality but320

more singular vertices and a larger λ reduces the number of singu-321

lar points but sacrifices mesh quality. Fig. 10 shows the influence322

on valence and average triangle quality of varying λ on different323

models. For all the experiments, we use a constant λ of 0.0075.324
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Figure 10: Influence of λ.

Valence optimization. To validate the effectiveness of valence op-325

timization, we compare remeshing results with and without valence326

optimization on the Botijo model. Three methods (CVT, FCVT, and327

IFM) are used to remesh the model. Table 1 shows the result. For all328

methods, the rate of regular vertex increases after valence optimi-329

zation, thereby affirming the effectiveness of our valence optimiza-330

tion. By contrast, other metrics, such as average quality, are relati-331

vely insensitive probable because the regular area already occupies332

a major part of the mesh before valence optimization, thus making333

the improvement by valence optimization less remarkable. The ex-334

periments also show that FCVT is superior to CVT in average qua-335

lity and regular rate even without valence optimization.336

Influence of resolution. We also test the performance of our algo-337

rithm under different target mesh resolutions, i.e., different num-338

bers of sample points. The experiment is conducted on a torus mo-339

del with 1.8k vertices. For various target resolutions, we perform340

CVT, FCVT, and IFM and compare the quality of the output mes-341

hes. To claarify the comparison, we only focus on the energy mini-342

mization stage, and omit valence optimization. For each resolution,343

the experiment is repeated five times. Fig. 11 illustrates the results.344

method Qavg θmin V6%

CVT 0.94 40.3 86.9
CVT_Valence 0.94 39.4 90.7

OUR 0.95 37.8 92.4
OUR_Valence 0.95 37.5 93.7

IFM 0.96 17.7 93.0
IFM_Valence 0.96 19.8 94.5

Table 1: Influence of valence optimization.

We measure two groups of mesh qualities, i.e., average and345

extreme qualities. The average qualities include the average tri-346

angle quality Qavg, average minimal angle θ̄min, and percentage of347

valence-6 vertices V6%, which represent mesh quality in an average348

sense. Extreme qualities, such as Qmin, θmin, and θmax focus on ex-349

treme values and quality bound. In our experiments, the average350

qualities generally benefit from field alignment, and this effect is351

further enhanced by increasing the output resolution, as can be seen352

from the first column of Fig. 11. By contrast, extreme qualities are353

not significantly affected by resolution and deteriorate only slightly354

with increasing resolution, as illustrated by the second column of355

Fig. 11. Meanwhile, CVT has an evident advantage over IFM in356

these extreme qualities, which is also preserved by FCVT.357
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Figure 11: Influence of output resolution on mesh quality. The ex-
periment is performed on a torus model with 1.8k vertices. The left
column shows FCVT and IFM have improved mesh qualities with
denser output resolution. The right column shows that FCVT has
preserved the advantage of CVT over IFM on some mesh qualities.

For extreme mesh qualities, FCVT inherits the advantage of358

CVT. In addition, the field alignment capability of FCVT enables359

improvement of average qualities and a similar positive response360

to output resolution, such as IFM. Another interesting observation361

is that the critical resolution where FCVT outperforms CVT in362

average qualities is approximately 1.8k, i.e., the resolution of the363

input model. This finding is related to the piecewise harmonic field364

interpolation scheme used by FCVT. The piecewise harmonic in-365
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[Field] [MPS] [RAR] [CVT] [OUR][IFM]

Figure 12: Comparison of uniform sampling results; from top to bottom: results of Botijo, Bunny, Omotondo and Rockerarm; from left to
right: visualized direction fields and remeshing results of MPS [YW13], RAR [DVBB13], CVT [YLL∗09], IFM [JTPS15] and FCVT; quality
comparison given in Table 2.

terpolation may lead to a smoother field in the interior of a triangle366

than at the common edge of two adjacent triangles. With increasing367

resolution, more pairs of adjacent sample points share the same in-368

put triangle rather than reside on different triangles, thus improving369

overall energy smoothness and improving mesh quality. The results370

in the left column of Fig. 11 also validate the effectiveness of our371

field interpolation algorithm. According to [JTPS15], IFM requires372

the input mesh to have higher resolution than the output; otherwise,373

the input mesh has to be further subdivided. These results imply374

that our interpolated field is comparable with the field produced by375

the “subdivide and optimize" process of IFM.376

Sharp feature handling. Our method is also able to handle in-377

put meshes with sharp features. The features on the input mesh are378

either detected automatically by certain algorithms or manually se-379

lected by the user. Similar to [YLL∗09], a two-stage strategy is380

used to preserve sharp features. In the first stage, sample points are381

optimized freely to obtain an optimal distribution. In the second382

stage, each sample point whose RVC intersects with a feature line383

is snapped onto the line and confined on the feature in the following384

optimization. Fig. 14 shows several results of our method applied385

to models with sharp features.386

Comparison. We first compare our approach with the most related387

approaches, i.e., CVT and IFM, in terms of visual effect and mesh388

quality. Our results are obtained by first applying 65 CVT iterati-389

ons and then 65 FCVT iterations. The results of CVT are obtained390

by applying 130 CVT iterations (or less if converged earlier). The391

visual effect (Fig. 1, 7, 12, and 13) shows that our results are well392

aligned to the underlying vector fields, which are able to capture the393

anisotropic features as well as produce well-shaped triangle. Mo-394

reover, the singular point distribution of our approach is similar to395

that of IFM.396

We compare our method with IFM [JTPS15] on adaptive remes-397

hing in Fig. 13. Adapting the edge length locally is difficult due to398

the global nature of IFM, thereby resulting in a large distortion in399

regions with highly changing density. Fig. 15 shows another exam-400

ple that uses a density function with large gradation.401

Our results are compared with several representative state-402

of-the-art approaches, including maximal Poisson-disk sampling403

(MPS) [YW13], realtime adaptive remeshing (RAR) based on local404

connectivity optimization [DVBB13]. We use the standard mesh405

quality evaluation metric for comparison. The quality of a triangle406

submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (5/2018).
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[Field] [MPS] [RAR] [CVT] [OUR][IFM]

Figure 13: Comparison of adaptive sampling results; From left to right: visualized of direction fields, remeshing results of MPS [YW13],
RAR [DVBB13], CVT [YLL∗09], IFM [JTPS15] and ours. The quality comparison given in Table 2.

[Field] [MPS] [RAR] [CVT] [OUR][IFM]

Figure 14: Results of feature preservation.
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is measured by Q(t) = 2
√

3|t|
pt ht

, where |t| is the area of triangle t,407

pt the inscribed radius of t and ht the length of the longest edge408

of t. An equilateral triangle has Q(t) = 1 and a degenerate tri-409

angle has Q(t) = 0 [FB97]. Table 2 lists the numerical statistics410

of all the compared approaches. In addition to the quality measu-411

red in Fig. 11, we count the percentage of the triangles with small412

and large angles, e.g., θmin < 30◦ and θmax > 90◦, which reflect413

the overall triangle quality distribution of each method. Finally, we414

measure the Hausdroff distance and the root mean square error be-415

tween the remesh and the input mesh. From quantitative compa-416

rison,our approach preserves the advantages of isotropic and field417

remeshing. For most models in the experiments, our results have418

better θmin than IFM, and better regularity than MPS, RAR, and419

CVT.420

[OUR][IFM][Field]

Figure 15: Comparison of adaptive remeshing with IFM. Both IFM
and our method are able to generate meshes with large triangle
area contrast. However, our result better aligns to the underlying
shape and is less distorted compared to the result of IFM.

Limitation. Our current approach has certain limitations. First, in421

the adaptive sampling scenario, the remeshing result is not as good422

as that of CVT, because the density function always conflicts with423

the field alignment constraint. Another limitation is that the field424

interpolation is somehow time-consuming; in this process, we have425

to project each sample back onto the surface and transverse all com-426

binations of representative vectors. We plan to address upon these427

problems in our future work.428

6. Conclusion and Future Work429

We present a novel approach that combines the CVT-based iso-430

tropic remeshing with vector field alignment. Unlike approaches431

that modify the distance metrics [LL10, SCW∗11], we impose the432

field alignment as a penalty term added to the standard CVT energy433

function, thus simplifying implementation. Our results exhibit the434

advantages of isotropic and field-aligned remeshing, i.e., few singu-435

larities and high mesh quality. In the future, we plan to use the field436

defined on facets instead of vertices, which may improve perfor-437

mance. Another interesting problem is finding the correspondence438

between singularities of the input field and resulting mesh, which439

may help to detect and eliminate unnecessary singular vertices. Re-440

ducing the shape approximation error is also of considerable inte-441

rest. We would also like to further exploit the power of our approach442

in potential applications.443
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Model Method |X| |t| Qmin Qavg θmin θ̄min θmax θ<30o % θ>90o % V6% dRMS(×10−3) dH (×10−2) Timing(s)

Cylinder

CVT 1K 2K 0.74 0.96 42.1 56.4 87.8 0 0 81.60 2.73 1.64 2.14
IFM(max) 1K 2K 1.00 1.00 59.7 59.9 60.4 0 0 90.00 0.90 0.87 0.04
IFM(min) 1K 2K 0.99 0.99 58.9 59.3 60.8 0 0 88.22 0.94 1.87 0.05
OUR(max) 1K 2K 0.70 0.98 41.6 57.7 91.9 0 0.05 88.32 2.74 1.60 2.98
OUR(min) 1K 2K 0.64 0.96 38.3 56.5 98.1 0 0.21 86.45 2.89 2.14 2.49

Torus

CVT 1K 2K 0.72 0.94 42.9 54.7 89.2 0 0 85.39 1.21 0.27 2.13
IFM(max) 1K 2K 0.42 0.87 21.2 49.4 124.4 1.21 5.34 82.78 0.43 0.22 0.07
IFM(min) 1K 2K 0.36 0.88 17.6 50.5 126.2 1.25 4.36 83.55 0.43 0.25 0.07
OUR(max) 1K 2K 0.65 0.94 39.1 54.6 98.0 0 0.60 89.78 1.24 0.29 2.66
OUR(min) 1K 2K 0.64 0.93 39.0 54.1 98.4 0 0.55 90.80 1.25 0.30 2.84

Moai

MPS 5K 10K 0.58 0.82 32.0 46.2 104.9 0 12.62 55.64 0.85 0.83 2.19
RAR 5K 10K 0.67 0.92 35.3 52.7 94.6 0 0.05 75.93 0.78 0.96 1.07
CVT 5K 10K 0.66 0.94 31.4 54.8 96.0 0 0.06 85.96 0.80 0.57 15.15
IFM 5K 10K 0.34 0.96 16.4 56.3 130.5 0.33 1.20 94.29 0.60 0.71 0.80
OUR 5K 10K 0.64 0.95 36.9 56.0 98.7 0 0.31 93.94 0.81 0.65 21.66

Botijo

MPS 5.6K 11K 0.52 0.83 31.7 47.0 113.2 0 9.49 56.28 0.64 0.73 1.48
RAR 5.6K 11K 0.67 0.91 36.1 52.3 94.1 0 0.06 74.15 0.66 1.06 1.05
CVT 5.6K 11K 0.66 0.94 39.7 54.8 96.3 0 0.03 86.11 0.71 0.45 13.18
IFM 5.6K 11K 0.31 0.96 18.0 56.2 139.1 0.35 1.25 93.26 0.39 0.46 0.64
OUR 5.6K 11K 0.65 0.95 37.0 55.9 97.1 0 0.21 92.99 0.72 0.44 19.41

Omotondo

MPS 10K 20K 0.49 0.82 30.2 45.9 117.1 0 13.31 54.56 0.78 0.59 5.42
RAR 10K 20K 0.66 0.91 36.5 52.5 95.6 0 0.04 75.80 0.79 0.90 2.38
CVT 10K 20K 0.58 0.94 35.5 54.7 106.1 0 0.13 85.64 0.58 0.45 33.81
IFM 10K 20K 0.41 0.96 19.3 56.1 119.3 0.34 1.24 94.28 0.33 0.39 1.43
OUR 10K 20K 0.66 0.95 39.3 55.7 96.5 0 0.08 93.07 0.58 0.41 46.00

Rockerarm

MPS 3K 6K 0.58 0.82 32.1 46.4 104.9 0 11.89 54.09 1.23 0.86 1.34
RAR 3K 6K 0.67 0.91 36.1 52.6 92.8 0 0.03 75.88 1.05 1.12 0.59
CVT 3K 6K 0.67 0.94 41.1 54.8 96.0 0 0.02 85.93 1.12 0.65 10.47
IFM 3K 6K 0.41 0.95 18.0 55.4 122.6 0.47 1.69 91.00 0.65 0.59 0.60
OUR 3K 6K 0.64 0.95 37.3 55.5 98.3 0 0.40 91.97 1.14 0.67 13.69

Fertility

MPS 7K 14K 0.61 0.83 32.1 46.6 100.0 0 10.47 55.98 0.42 0.35 3.19
RAR 7K 14K 0.47 0.89 23.1 50.4 116.7 0.16 1.51 75.78 0.29 0.25 1.38
CVT 7K 14K 0.63 0.93 35.6 53.8 99.7 0 0.24 83.70 0.70 2.32 8.11
IFM 7K 14K 0.31 0.90 15.8 52.0 138.2 1.29 4.82 80.98 0.31 0.23 4.06
OUR 7K 14K 0.54 0.93 30.0 53.6 109.5 0 2.05 88.41 0.71 0.41 18.99

Homer

MPS 10K 20K 0.58 0.82 32.0 46.2 105.0 0 12.17 54.78 0.35 0.34 2.88
RAR 10K 20K 0.59 0.90 28.4 51.3 101.4 0 0.31 76.81 0.22 0.21 2.63
CVT 10K 20K 0.59 0.92 27.8 53.2 100.9 0.02 0.54 79.59 0.34 0.76 9.18
IFM 10K 20K 0.31 0.92 15.0 52.8 132.7 0.90 3.58 85.21 0.23 0.21 4.67
OUR 10K 20K 0.49 0.92 24.1 52.7 116.1 0.13 2.68 86.89 0.37 0.20 22.26

Bunny

MPS 5K 10K 0.39 0.80 20.1 45.0 125.8 0.91 15.39 47.53 0.66 0.54 4.27
RAR 5K 10K 0.44 0.90 27.9 51.1 123.4 0.04 0.90 74.99 0.52 0.48 1.05
CVT 5K 10K 0.49 0.89 23.4 50.5 115.6 0.30 2.12 70.85 0.87 0.35 13.09
IFM 5K 10K 0.28 0.89 15.0 50.9 140.7 1.71 6.35 76.41 0.54 0.39 2.07
OUR 5K 10K 0.49 0.89 21.5 50.7 113.3 0.42 2.75 71.61 0.86 0.33 24.44

Mask

MPS 4K 8K 0.49 0.81 30.5 45.3 116.4 0 15.06 47.34 0.38 0.45 1.64
RAR 4K 8K 0.35 0.91 13.1 52.2 119.3 0.06 0.47 73.29 0.33 0.47 0.39
CVT 4K 8K 0.63 0.95 36.0 55.5 98.9 0 0.10 84.80 0.38 0.34 3.19
IFM 4K 8K 0.43 0.96 21.3 56.6 122.3 0.44 1.16 91.58 0.28 0.70 0.89
OUR 4K 8K 0.68 0.96 40.3 56.5 94.4 0 0.10 91.02 0.38 0.33 6.86

Sculpt

MPS 6K 12K 0.49 0.81 30.2 45.2 116.4 0 15.75 49.31 0.21 0.64 3.48
RAR 6K 12K 0.48 0.90 23.7 51.4 112.4 0.01 0.30 77.55 0.16 0.06 0.59
CVT 6K 12K 0.55 0.93 26.4 53.8 105.5 0.05 1.22 84.70 0.22 0.07 6.50
IFM 6K 12K 0.42 0.96 19.0 56.0 124.0 0.45 1.49 93.52 0.22 0.60 1.25
OUR 6K 12K 0.57 0.94 25.9 54.7 103.4 0.07 1.35 88.77 0.22 0.07 11.02

Table 2: Comparison of remeshing quality with previous techniques. The best result of each measurement is marked in bold font. |X| is
the number of vertices; |t| is the number of triangles. (max) and (min) imply maximal and minimal curvature direction field. The other
measurements are explained in Sec. 5.
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (5/2018).
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Appendix: Partial derivatives of field alignment energy622

In this appendix, we derive the closed-form partial derivatives623

of the field alignment energy function, which is required by quasi-624

Newton optimization methods. Since 2D planar mesh can be re-625
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garded as a special case of surface mesh, we focus on the field626

alignment energy of 3D surface mesh.627

Given a sample point xi and its neighbor point x j , and the edge628

e connecting these two points. The contribution of edge e to the629

total field alignment energy comes from its two opposite directions630

ei j = x j− xi and e ji = −ei j ,631

Ee = Ei j +E ji

= wi j ·Di j +w ji ·D ji

= wi j ·D(ei j,ni,di)+w ji ·D(e ji,n j,d j),

where wi j and w ji are edge weights, ni,n j,di,d j are normal and632

field vectors at the two points, and D is the direction distance633

function.634

Viewing the edge weights as a constant, the partial derivative of
Ee with respect to point xi is

∂Ee

∂xi
= wi j

∂D(ei j,ni,di)

∂xi
+w ji

∂D(e ji,n j,d j)

∂xi
.

The direction distance functions are635

D(ei j,ni,di) = 1−
(

1+ cos(Nϕi j)

2

)
sinθi j,

D(e ji,n j,d j) = 1−
(

1+ cos(Nϕ ji)

2

)
sinθ ji,

where N is the rotation symmetry number of the field,636

(‖ei j‖,θi j,ϕi j ) are the spherical coordinates of x j in local coordi-637

nate system at xi , and similarly (‖e ji‖,θ ji,ϕ ji) are spherical coor-638

dinates of xi in local coordinate system at x j. The local coordinate639

system is illustrated in Fig. 3 (middle).640

The partial derivatives are641

∂Di j

∂xi
=

N sin(Nϕi j) sinθi j

2
·

∂ϕi j

∂xi
−
(

1+ cos(Nϕi j)

2

)
cosθi j

∂θi j

∂xi

∂D ji

∂xi
=

N sin(Nϕ ji) sinθ ji

2
·

∂ϕ ji

∂xi
−
(

1+ cos(Nϕ ji)

2

)
cosθ ji

∂θ ji

∂xi
,

θ and ϕ are functions of the edge vector e and local coordinate
system {d,n× d,n},

θ = Θ(e,n,d), ϕ = Φ(e,n,d).

Recall that in spherical coordinate system, the gradient is,

∇ f =
∂ f
∂r

r̂+
1
r

∂ f
∂θ

θ̂+
1

r sinθ

∂ f
∂ϕ

ϕ̂,

where r̂, θ̂, ϕ̂ are the local orthogonal unit vectors in the direction642

of increasing r, θ and ϕ .643

so,

∇θ =
1
r

θ̂, ∇ϕ =
1

r sinθ
ϕ̂.

Thus, the partial derivatives are644

∂Θ
∂e

=
1
‖e‖ θ̂

=
e× (e× n)
‖e‖2‖e× n‖

∂Φ
∂e

=
1

‖e‖ sinθ
ϕ̂

=
r̂× θ̂

‖e× n‖

=
1

‖e× n‖ e× ∂Θ
∂e

= − e× n
‖e× n‖2 .

In the case of xi and x j ,645

θi j = Θ(ei j,ni,di)

ϕi j = Φ(ei j,ni,di)

θ ji = Θ(e ji,n j,d j)

ϕ ji = Φ(e ji,n j,d j).

The partial derivatives with respect to xi are646

∂θi j

∂xi
=

∂Θ
∂ei j

∂ei j

∂xi
+

∂Θ
∂ni

∂ni

∂xi
+

∂Θ
∂di

∂di

∂xi

= − ∂Θ
∂ei j

+
∂Θ
∂ni

∂ni

∂xi
+

∂Θ
∂di

∂di

∂xi
,

647

∂ϕi j

∂xi
=

∂Φ
∂ei j

∂ei j

∂xi
+

∂Φ
∂ni

∂ni

∂xi
+

∂Φ
∂di

∂di

∂xi

= − ∂Φ
∂ei j

+
∂Φ
∂ni

∂ni

∂xi
+

∂Φ
∂di

∂di

∂xi
,

648

∂θ ji

∂xi
=

∂Θ
∂e ji

∂e ji

∂xi
+

∂Θ
∂n j

∂n j

∂xi
+

∂Θ
∂d j

∂d j

∂xi

=
∂Θ
∂e ji

,

649

∂ϕ ji

∂xi
=

∂Φ
∂e ji

∂e ji

∂xi
+

∂Φ
∂n j

∂n j

∂xi
+

∂Φ
∂d j

∂d j

∂xi

=
∂Φ
∂e ji

.

We assume that the local variance of the normal and field direction
is small, thus

∂ni

∂xi
≈ 0,

∂di

∂xi
≈ 0.
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In this condition, we get650

∂θi j

∂xi
≈ −

∂Θ(ei j,ni,di)

∂ei j
= −

ei j× (ei j× ni)

‖ei j‖2‖ei j× ni‖
∂ϕi j

∂xi
≈ −

∂Φ(ei j,ni,di)

∂ei j
=

ei j× ni

‖ei j× ni‖2

∂θ ji

∂xi
=

∂Θ(e ji,n j,d j)

∂e ji
=

ei j× (ei j× n j)

‖ei j‖2‖ei j× n j‖
∂ϕ ji

∂xi
=

∂Φ(e ji,n j,d j)

∂e ji
=

ei j× n j

‖ei j× n j‖2 .

The total partial derivative of Efield with respect to point xi is

∂E f ield

∂xi
= ∑

j∈N (i)

(
wi j ·

∂Di j

∂xi
+w ji ·

∂D ji

∂xi

)
.
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